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Tips to Understanding
the Function Keys in
Dynamics SL 

Shortcut function keys allow you
to navigate in Dynamics SL
without ever using the mouse
which is a productivity enhancer.
Click here to learn what all the
function keys in Dynamics SL can
do for you. 

Customer Promos-
Reenrollment Award for
Dynamics SL Customers

Renew your service plan and
receive up to 20% off your next
qualifying license purchase, add
users, purchase new modules or
transition to Business Ready
Licensing. Discount is based on
tenure of customer and
consecutive years of being current
on Microsoft Dynamics Service
Plan. Offer expires June 28, 2013.

Contact us for more details.
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Lessons from
Implementing HR for a
Large Dynamics SL Client 

Dynamics SL Client Event- May 15

Boyer's Microsoft Dynamics SL Client Event provides a unique
opportunity to bring together clients, team members, and partners to
educate you on best practices with Microsoft Dynamics SL. This year we
will be changing things up a bit! In addition to discussing new SL
features and sharing best practices, there will also be some exciting ISV
add-on vendor presentations and hands-on demos of some great tools
that directly integrate with Dynamics SL that you might want to consider
for your organization. Of course there will also be lots of opportunity for
you to network and meet other Microsoft Dynamics SL users. 

The event is free so be sure to join us on May 15, 2013 from 8:30 a.m. -
2:00 p.m. at the Microsoft Technology Center office in Edina. Lunch will
be provided. 

SPECIAL OFFER! Attendees of the SL Client Event will receive a 25%
discount on the Management Reporter training class on June 19 and 20.

 Getting Dynamics SL 2011 Working with Windows 8

Let's face it, most of us hate change (especially accountants!) and
Windows 8 brings us a lot of immediate change. If you're thinking about
making the change to Windows 8 but have questions or are unsure of
how it will impact Dynamics SL, then be sure to read on.

Jeff Larson, our Dynamics SL Environment Specialist, compiled some
easy to follow steps to get Dynamics SL working on a new PC, Surface
Pro or laptop. Click here to get the details.

Convergence Highlights

The Boyer team attended Convergence last month in New Orleans. With
more than 11,000 attendees, the event brought together both Microsoft
Dynamics customers and partners for week of collaboration, learning,
and networking. If you missed it this year, we wanted to share some of
the highlights with you: 

We hosted a great customer event at Emeril's restaurant in the
warehouse district in New Orleans.The meal and company
seemed to be enjoyed by all.  Thanks to everyone who attended!
The Expo hall was packed this year featuring exciting third party
add on tools for both Dynamics ERP and CRM. We had the
opportunity to learn about some new tools and meet the people
behind the products which was time well spent.
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Payroll Implementation
Musings 
Dynamics Support Blog 

We want your feedback! Let us
know if there are any specific
topics you'd like us to blog on by
clicking  here.

Read more blog posts here.

Connect with Us and Get
Social! 

Contact Boyer & Associates

Boyer & Associates
3525 Plymouth Blvd. Ste. 207
Minneapolis, MN 55447
(763) 412-4300
www.boyerassoc.com

Click here to read all the exciting details.

You can also attend virtual Convergence and watch the event keynote,
general, concurrent and deep dive sessions on-demand. Or, attend
Convergence Recap & Roadmap for Microsoft Dynamics SL on April 17
at 12:00 p.m. CT.

Earn 16 CPE Credits by Attending Management Reporter
Training

Join us for Management Reporter Training on April 17 and 18 or June
19 and 20, 2013 and earn CPE credit! This two-day class is ideal for the
accountant who has had little formal training in Management Reporter,
the new real-time financial reporting application from Microsoft. This
class has sold out each of the past 6 months and will only be offered
while there is enough interest to fill the classrooms. We limit the
classroom to 6 students to guarantee a high quality hands-on class
environment.  

This tool replaces FRx and has undo capabilities, a nicer user interface
and the ability to group or organize reports in a more useful way.
Discover the power and flexibility of new reporting trees to present
financial results at the responsibility level (i.e. by accounting segment or
dimension and combinations thereof). Use report output and
distribution options including Report Viewer. Topics to be covered
include: 

Designing basic report building blocks in Report Designer with
row definitions, column definitions, and reporting tree
definitions. 
Associating the building blocks in a variety of report definitions
including trial balance reports, income statements, variance
reports, balance sheets and consolidation reports.

When:
April 17 and 18, 2013

June 19 or 20, 2013

Location:
Boyer & Associates office
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3525 Plymouth Blvd. Suite 207 (Parking is in back of building as is lobby)
Plymouth, MN, 55447

Cost:
$800 per individual - (laptop, seasoned instructor, lunch and manual will
be provided)

Save Time & Money with eProcurement from Paramount
Technologies 

With organizations keeping tighter
budgets and greater control overall
spending habits, Paramount Technologies
steps in with WorkPlace eProcurement, a
robust web-based Procurement solution that allows organizations to
automate the complete procure-to-pay cycle - from product selection,
requisitioning, approval and ordering to delivery, receipt and financial
settlement. The suite includes applications for requisitioning including
PunchOut via cXML, check request, budget compliance, RFQ, purchase
order generation, receiving, invoice matching and vendor contract
enforcement with approval workflow throughout the entire process. 
With an eProcurement solution in place, organizations empower their
users throughout the enterprise: 

Requesters get the convenience and efficiency of easy self-
service for requisitions and check requests  
Managers are able to manage by exception and accelerate
approvals with automated workflow  
Buyers can focus on building strategic supplier relationships to
reduce costs  
Payables maintains control over expenditures

With integration to Dynamics SL, companies can expect big savings by
investing in eProcurement including saving between 5% and 15% of their
total procurement spend within six to nine months. For more
information on this great tool, click here or contact us.

New Staff Join Boyer Team
Paul James  joined Boyer & Associates as a Dynamics SL Consultant and
has more than 20 years of accounting, systems, and business experience.
With his well-rounded knowledge in accounting, staff development and
training, Paul has excelled at teaching the inner workings of the
Microsoft Dynamics SL and GP solutions along with Microsoft
Management Reporter software at Boyer & Associates.

Stu Clark recently joined the firm as a project manager and is
responsible for managing and overseeing ERP implementation projects
and services for Boyer. Clark has strong background in project
management practices, having most recently worked at a marketing
agency as project manager supporting multiple client engagements and
new business efforts.  
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 Microsoft Dynamics SL Webcast 
Please join us for a Microsoft-hosted webcast exclusively for Microsoft Dynamics SL customers. These one hour pre-
recorded webcasts include content designed to ensure you have full exposure into how you can maximize and
extend your current Microsoft ERP investment.

Enhancing Your Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011 Installation
What is the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Connector for Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011?
What Is the Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011 Connector for Microsoft Project Server 2010?
Business Intelligence for Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011: Self-Service Reporting, Dashboards, Ad Hoc Analysis
and More
Management Reporter 101 for Microsoft Dynamics SL
Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011 Feature Pack 1
Microsoft Dynamics SL 2011 FP1 Upgrading Strategy and Tips & Tricks
Quick Query and Business Cases
Driving Project Performance and Control with BIO Advanced Project Analytics, Reporting, and Dashboards 
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